
The Height Advantage 

De Jong Hoists
Rack and Pinion

Tilting System AT30L Hoist

Easy to install
Easy to transport

Single Phase 300kg Hoist
Large hoist platform

DE JONG
HOISTS (AUS)

De Jong Hoists (AUS) 

11 Harris Road 

Malaga WA 6090

Telephone 

08 9248 3255

Facsimile 

08 9248 7845

info@dejonghoists.com.au

www.dejonghoists.com.au

Specifications  AT30L

Lifting capacity 300kg

Power requirement 240V (single phase) 50 Hz

Standard Platform dimensions 155 x 130 cm

Small Platform dimensions 155 x 90 cm

Hoisting speed 13 m/min

Max. mast height 40 m

Transport dimensions* 100 x 179 x 183 cm (lxwxh)

Weight basic machine* ca. 550 kg

Weight mast element ca. 45 kg

Motor capacity 1.5 kW

Rentals and Sales
08 9248 3255
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*Not including tilting system and mast
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That’s The De Jong Height Advantage

Rack and Pinion is an Advantage   

The Rack and Pinion system has fewer moving parts 

than a cable hoist, and provides safe, dependable 

high speed hoisting. A reliable and powerful single 

phase 1.5kW 240V motor is attached to the lift cage, directly driving heavy 

duty pinion gear to move it along a reciprocal rack in the mast. The rack 

and pinion drive engages a built-in brake in the motor controlling exact 

floor stops. An additional gravity powered braking system using centrifugal 

force is included as a standard safety feature. 

The AT30L is a compact and versatile hoist capable of lifting 300kg with a single phase motor and ideal for sites where power 

supply is limited. It is easy to transport with a removable tilting system; compact enough to install into a small area; and offers 

a large platform.

Large Hoist Platform  

The AT30L offers a 155cm x 130cm lifting platform, wide 

enough to transport all your gear with room to manouvre. 

The steel platforms are fully enclosed, and are fitted 

with electrically secured ramps bridging access to the building floor and easy 

loading at ground level. Options include lockable base fences around the hoist, 

programmable floor-stops and a small platform. 

Easy, Flexible and Dependable  

The removable tilting transport system 

makes the De Jong AT30L the natural 

choice for all builders. The tilt system 

allows the hoist to be packaged and transported in a simple 

‘hitch-and-tow’ configuration. Installation is very fast and easy: 

simply unhitch, wheel into place, and tilt upright. With the tilt 

system removed the AT30L can be used  

in tight corners, such as stair-wells  

and cavities. Optional 1.5m mast  

sections can extend the hoist height  

to 40 metres.

       Removable tilting  
transport system

Easy to position and install


